
October 20, 1969 

Dear Harold, 

I really think I'd better stick with plans to come Oct. 31 
to Nov. 3. I may be limitted in what I can say if someone else 
is there although I doubt it. 

Since I have seen only what you've published on the 
autopsy(WW 1,2) I can only judge your positions and angles 
from that. At the time both were written there wasn't enough 
info to prove any particular point but there was plenty to 
prove corruption, ect. This you did quite adequately and I 
just assumed you would continue on that line. "I have now 
proved what did happen" has me pretty darned exalted since 
nothing could interest me more. I hope what you have proved 
overlaps what I have but assumed which is basically as follows: 
Definately, a jacketed bullet from the rear hit the back/top 
of the head and exited on the right side above the ear. Just 
as certain, another bullet - a high velocity frangible one - 
entered the frontal bone. I'm all but sure a similar type bullet 
(from the same gun7) entered tbtfront of the neck. The back wound• 
is a puzzler but tentatively I assume a low velocity copper 
jacketed bullet caused it and lodged in the shoulder muscle. 
Oh yes, the second head shot came from the KM front(knoll) as 
did the anterior neck one. I calculate that at least the 2nd 
head shot came from a position on the knoll mush further west 
than the first tree. On an uncropped version of Moorman which 
I have I believe I have found the gunman. 

All of the above is sketchy here but I will substantiate it 
in great detail for you when I come. I would definately like 
to read your autopsy stuff but unfortunately time will not 
let me go into the King/Hay case. 

I've just gotten a Foley photo which as you must Know is 
important. My analysis of Hughes/Weaver shows conclusively that 
2 men were on the sixth floor(I have nothing written on this 
but can explain it all to you). I also detect two men in the 
Dal-Tex window you point out in WW2. This analysis should 
interest you for it may mean that the object is a rifle. 
I also have some fresh data on Z which I'll bring. 

I think I'll have to copy your stuff from Sprague since 
Dick has already discouraged me from going to Sprague himself. 
Pictures should still occupy most of our conversation since I 
gather I will absorb most of your medical data from reading. 

Don't worry about writing letters OEM before the time I 
come unless they pertain toe trip. I know how busy you are 
and most of the stuff we say in letters will be repeated when 
we meet. 

Still, 


